Do you need a NEW Boundary Fence...

18 Designer Colours

Strength & Durability

Easy Maintenance

Termite Proof

Fire Resistant

10 Year Warranty*

Australian Made

100% Recyclable

Manufactured from
Colorbond ® is a Registered Trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited

ColorMAX® is a Registered Trademark of Dunn & Farrugia Pty Ltd ACN 054 010 007
HEAD OFFICE (Factory/Showroom) 44 Preston Street PENRITH NSW
ALBION PARK BROOKVALE
DUBBO
MINCHINBURY
NOWRA
QUEANBEYAN SMEATON GRANGE WEST GOSFORD ROCKLEA QLD
(02) 4257 5977 (02) 9907 1007 (02) 6882 6434 (02) 9675 2822 (02) 4421 3301 (02) 6284 2688
(02) 4647 2507
(02) 4324 4122
(07) 3275 3700

www.dunnandfarrugia.com.au

Manufactured from

Make sure it’s the real thing

Make your great outdoors even greater

Not all coloured steel fencing
is made from COLORBOND®
steel. Be sure to get what
you pay for. Fencing made
from COLORBOND® steel
is branded with a subtle
laser engraving (on either
side of the fence) at least
three times on each 2.4
metre fencing section.
Superior performance, quality and value-for-money. Only
genuine COLORBOND® steel is backed by a warranty*
from Australia’s BlueScope Steel. Look for the brand.

Why is COLORBOND® steel so tough?
Panels made from genuine COLORBOND® steel are
made in Australia from start to finish, using an advanced
4-step pro cess to ensure it lasts beautifully.

Think strength…
think COLORBOND® steel

Step 1. A base of ZINCALUME
steel ensures outstanding
anti-corrosion performance.
Step 2. A conversion layer is
chemically applied to
enhance coating adhesion.
Step 3. An epoxy polyester
primer is baked onto the surface.
Step 4. A topcoat of specially
developed exterior grade lead-free paint is baked on for
maximum resistance to chipping, peeling and cracking. Our
Super Polyester technology ensures the painted finish retains
its “as new” look for longer.

Leading scientists have been testing COLORBOND®
steel for over 40 years in some of our country’s
harshest climate conditions. So you have the peace
of mind of knowing COLORBOND® steel is made and
tested for Australia and backed by a warranty* from
BlueScope Steel, one of Australia’s largest companies.

Elegant, affordable & durable ColorMAX Boundary Fencing.
®

Manufactured from Colorbond

Let it be your choice!

63mm
50mm

ColorMAX® Unique Post

Plastic Post Cap

LouvrLAT®

3D Lattice & Ball Caps

Whether your primary concern is security, simply making an aesthetic addition to your property or you want to erect the
very best boundary fencing to divide you and your neighbours property – insist on ColorMAX® Boundary Fencing
manufactured from COLORBOND® .
Available in two profiles ColorMAX® Original and ColorMAX® REFLECT™ and 18 exciting colours with the option of
pressed 3D lattice, LouvrLAT®, plastic post caps and decorative metal ball caps backed by the strength of a
BlueScope Steel Warranty.
ColorMAX® Boundary Fencing meets Australian Standards AS1397 and AS2728 and when installed to manufacturers
specifications has a wind gust loading of 216km/h.

Eclipse® Black (Post & Rail Only)

Meadow® Mist Green

Boundary® Bowral Brown

Bluestone® Mountain Blue

Riversand® Stone

Terrace® Merino

Willow® Rivergum

Estate® Ironbark

Red Oak® Heritage Red

Domain® Primrose Gloss

Harvest® Wheat

Evergreen® Caulfield Green

Brushwood® Picton Green

Teatree®

Hedge®

Grey Ridge® Slate Grey

Summershade® Moss Vale Sand

Frost® Off White

Please Note: Colours shown above are as accurate as printing allows. It is advisable to see your ColorMAX® distributor for actual colour swatches.

Maintenance Guide

Manufactured from

• Avoid earth or soil coming in contact with the fence.
• Check drainage holes occasionally for any blockages.
• Fertilisers and garden chemicals should not be used in or around
fences to limit contact.
• Slope all concrete away from posts to limit any water build up
around the base of posts.
• All fences should be washed down regularly to keep fences clean
and looking their best.
• Metalling from self drilling screws, rivet shanks and other steel
particles will cause rust staining. Remove from fencing immediately
following installation.

